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1. INTRODUCTION

Argentor Essayeurs (hereinafter referred to as "Argentor") is a precious metats deater with
more than thirty years of experience. As a house of trust, we want to guarantee quatity, an
excettent price guarantee and transparency. ln addition, we want to offer our extensive
knowtedge and know-how to our customers as we[[ as a safe and honest service.

We participate in gtobat comptiance efforts and start from the idea that ethical and
sustainabte entrepreneurship creates an added vatue for our customers, staff, our
organisation itsetf and a[[ other stakehotders. Our vision is to be a quatity tabet by working
exctusively with precious metats from legitimate and ethical sources on the one hand, and
to enter into exclusive business retationships with customers who respect the norms and
laws. Argentor does not want to be associated with crime, armed conflicts, human rights
abuses or any form of asset fraud.

Argentor wants to make this vision concrete in an anti money taundering (hereinafter
referred to as "Anti Money Laundering" or "AML") policy (hereinafter referred to as "AML
poticy"). The purpose of this AML poticy is to lay down the internal processes and external
commercial activities that must be complied with by our management, our staff and att our
other business partners. ln this way, Argentor ensures that it maintains atl applicabte (AML)
legistation, regulations and guidetines relating to the purchase of precious metals for
refining and the external and commercial retationships and transactions within our sector.

Money laundering shatt be understood to mean:
- the acquisition, possession or use of money or other assets, knowing that they are

acquired from (the participation in) a criminal activity, and/or
- the conversion or transfer of money or assets, knowing that they are acquired from

(the participation in) a criminal activity or for the purpose of conceating or
disguising the itticit origin thereof or of assisting any person who is invotved in such
activity to evade the tegat consequences of his actions, and/or

- the conceatment or disguise of the true nature, origin, location, sate, transfer,
rights to, or ownership of money or other assets, knowing that they are acquired
from (participation in) a criminal activity.

Criminal activity is defined in the broadest sense of the word and thus comprises pure asset
fraud, but atso armed confticts, human rights viotations (torture, forced labour, chitd
labour, war crimes, terrorism, etc.)associated with the mining of gotd or precious metats.

The current AML poticy has been in ptace since 1 january 2022.|t was approved during the
board of directors on-1 January 2022. The guiding principte throughout our AML poticy is
that every step in the comptiance process must be documented. Every Argentor emptoyee
and manager is therefore expected to commit himsetf/hersetf to the apptication of, and
comptiance with, this principte and the general AML poticy.

When out staff has questions about a transaction, about a customer/supptier or more
generatty about the apptication of our AML poticy or about suspected money laundering,
they contact - depending on the nature of their question - one of the people responsibte .4
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within Argentor for the application of our AML poticy (see infra).



2. APPOINTMENT OF ACCOUNTABLE PERSONS

We have an AML Comptiance Officer (hereinafter referred to as "AML Comptiance Officer"
or "AMLCO") in our office. More specificatty:

Name: Mr Jetle Oostvogets
Address: Lange Herentalsestraat 84 - 2018 Antwerp
MOB: +32 475 52 43 07
E-mai l: jette@argentoressayeurs. be

He was appointed by the board of directors on'13 January 7021 and this for an indefinite
period of time. ln generat, he monitors the apptication of our AML poticy. Therefore, he acts
as a central contact for AMl-retated questions or identified irregutarities at customers or
supptiers. He can be assisted by others (internal or externat) for specific questions. He
reports on his activities to the board of directors on an annual basis.

lf the AMLCO is unavailabte, the assistant of the AML Comptiance Officer (hereinafter
referred to as "Assistant AMLCO") can be contacted. More specificatty:

Name: Mr Atexander Braeckmans
Address: Lange Herentatsestraat 84 - 2018 Antwerp
MOB: +32 477 66 82 59
E-mai [: atexander@argentoressayeurs. be

He was appointed by the board of directors on 13 January 2021 and this for an indefinite
period of time. He checks the formal compteteness of various customer/supplier dossiers
and their conformity with our AML poticy. ln this capacity, he continuatty raises the staff's
awareness retating to these matters. ln generat, he provides support to the AMLCO.

Argentor atso works with an external auditor (hereinafter "Externat Auditor") for an annual
(comptiance) audit of our AML poticy. More specificatty:

Name: Finvision Bedrijfsrevisoren Antwerpen - Messrs Karel Nijs (Partner Audit - Registered
auditor) and Joris Lambrechts (Manager Comptiance & Forensics - Registered Fraud Auditor)
Address: Berchemstadionstraat 76 / 6, 2600 Berchem-Antwerpen
MOB: +32 474 89 ó0 88 (Mr Joris Lambrechts)
E-mail: joris. [ambrechts@finvision. be

They were appointed by the board of directors on 13 January 2021 and this for a specified
period of 3 years. They check the effective comptiance with our AML poticy on an annual
basis, report to the AMLCO on their findings and act as a contact for the AMLCO when
necessary.

ln addition to said job profites, Argentor atso has:
- a board of directors (hereinafter referred to as "the management"):

ln accordance with the supptements to the Betgian Officiat Gazette of 9 October 7020
it is composed of:

o Famoz BV, with registered office at 2000 Antwerpen, Edward Pecherstraat
38 box 206 and company registration number 0500.ó98.3ó0, permanentty
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o Mr Atexander Braeckmans, domicited at 2900 Schoten, Eduard Betpairetei 28.
The management has detegated the general fottow-up of AML retated matters to the
AML Comptiance Officer, but neverthetess is accountabte for the imptementation of
an adequate and effective AML poticy. ln this respect, it shatl provide the AML
Comptiance Officer with sufficient time and resources to perform and report on his
tasks. Depending on this reporting, the management may request adjustments.
The management atso makes the unanimous decision on entering into or continuing
new or existing customer/supptier retationships in particutar in Argentor's 2nd pittar
(see infra - in accordance with the acceptance of customers and supptiers).
sales staff:

Within Argentor, gotd and precious metats can be physically and digitatty (webshop)
bought and sotd. Our sates staff are expected to have a professional critical attitude
and to detect any fraud in retation to Argentor's 1't and 3'dpitlar (see infra).
accounting staff:

The accounting staff prepares the periodic reporting for the AML Comptiance Officer
with a view to detecting any deviating customer/supptier profites in retation to
Argentor's 1't pitlar (see infra).

ln spite of the management's focus on Argentor's 2nd pittar and our staff on our 1't and 3'd
pittar, they are atso expected to pay the necessary attention in relation to respectively the
1", 2nd and 3'd pittar of our activities.

3. SPECIFIC. INDEPENDENT AND ANONYMOUS CHANNEL

Argentor prefers to provide an accessibte procedure whereby anyone within the organisation
is abte to communicate his/her comptaints and attegations regarding comptiance with our
AML pol,icy to the AML Compl.iance Officer.

This person is accessibte cf. supra. Each complaint or attegation is treated in the strictest
confidence untess the reporting person expticitty agrees otherwise.

The actua[ handling of the report can be done by other persons than the AML Compliance
Officer. Such transfer of the handting of a report shatl depend on its nature and again only
with the expticit agreement of the reporting person.

However, this does not prevent priority being given to a discussion with the reporting person
and the person about whom the report is made, fottowed by an amicabte setttement of the
comptaint or atlegation.

4. RISK APPROACH

A. RISK.BASED APPROACH

How our AML poticy is apptied depends on the pittar in which our customer or supptier
operates. ln other words, it is a risk-based approach (RBA). (Hereinafter referred to as
,,RBA").
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This RBA comprises a twofotd risk assessment:
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a generat assessment of the risks to which Argentor is exposed (at organisational
levet);
an assessment of the risks associated with specific customers or supptiers (individuat
risk anatysis or "RA").

The RBA transtates more concretety into:
- the acceptance of a customer or supptier (a customer/supptier acceptance policy

with subsequent fottow-up in accordance with a risk anatysis) and the
customer/supptier investigation ("KYC/KYS" or know your customerlknow your
supplier):

ln a first stage, this concerns the identification of the customers/supptiers, possibte
assignees and finaI beneficiaries.

- the acceptance of a purchase/sate:
This requires an understanding of the nature of the transaction and, certainty for
new customers or supptiers, actualty coincides with acceptance.

- paying attention to risk factors (red flag indicatorsl:
This means exercising vigitance in identifying and then carefulty monitoring the
various aspects of a customer or supptier retationship and the transactions retated
with it.
These red ftags require our management and staff to adopt an even more critical
attitude and, if necessary, to escatate a particutar probtem internatly to the AML
Comptiance Officer.
Foltowing escatation, the customer or supplier retationship may be terminated, as
the case may be.
Documentation of the thought process to continue or terminate the retationship is
the appropriate and mandatory option to assist in the interpretation and assessment
of red flags.

B. GENERAL RISK ASSESSMENT

We take appropriate measures, in keeping with our nature and size, to identify and assess
the money laundering risks we are exposed to. These measures must attow us to identify the
inherent risks we face, white taking less far-reaching measures in situations where these
risks are tow.

Such an approach starts from a far-reaching understanding of the nature of our business and
the pittars around which our activities are structured. They are threefotd and inctude

- 1't pittar:
The purchase (with a view to metting) of otd gotd and precious metats from private
persons and professionals. The main risk in this pittar is Argentor's unwitting
invotvement in acts of theft, fencing and/or tax fraud.
Our AML poticy is therefore primarity aimed at identifying those customers who offer
larger than usual votumes for sate.
To this end, we appty a detection system based on periodic figures. Our (

staff (in particular) are asked to be attentive and professionatty critical of
who regutarty visit in person.
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As soon as a customer or supptier exceeds a certain transaction votume, within a
certain time span, he/she is generalty considered as a Znd piLtar customer or supptier
and must comply with the retated acceptance and monitoring requirements. Onty
exceptionatly and with justification can the AML Comptiance Officer deviate from
this principte.
2nd pittar:

The purchase and sate of mined gotd. Untike the 1't pittar, in the 2nd pittar the number
of partners is limited. At the same time, the votumes of our transactions per partner
are higher. ïhis impties a more thorough and individuatised anatysis in which our
management takes a leading rote.
3'd pittar:

Our 3'd pittar retates to the investments in gotd. This comprises att purchases of gotd
primarity through our webshop, whereby private persons and professionats buy the
gotd as an investment.
As soon as a customer or supptier exceeds, a certain transaction votume within a
certain period of time, he/she is considered as a 2"d pittar customer or supptier and
has to compty with the related acceptance and monitoring requirements. Onty
exceptionatty and with justification can the AML Comptiance Officer deviate from
this principte.

The sector in which Argentor operates, by its very nature, implies an increased vigitance for
money laundering risks (in particutar). Argentor, its management and staff are aware of this
and act accordingly. At an organisational [eve[, this impties a far-reaching investment in
drawing up the current AML poticy, its periodic evatuation and an annual external audit and
comptiance check, as wett as regutar training.

C. ARGENTOR RISK MANAGEMENT MODELS

Argentor's general risk assessment is not a once-only exercise, but a continuous process.
This risk assessment - and the individua[ risk assessment, as the case may be - must therefore
be updated whenever one or several events occur that coutd have a significant impact on
the risks. Our staff in particutar is therefore asked to communicate proactivety and to report
any ftaws in this AML poticy.

Regardtess of any incidents or reports, our AML poticy witl in any case be reviewed in its
entirety jearty. Where appticabte, this witt impty a new individual risk assessment per
customer or supptier. Argentor's ambition to be comptiant transtates into a dynamic
approach to risks whereby lessons are learned from concrete questions that arise in specific
transactions. For this reason, a change may in no way be interpreted as a previous
shortcoming. lt does, however, bear witness to Argentor's proactive attitude with regard to
various evotutions and new insights.

lThese limit values are determined by the management and reviewed at least annuatly as a function of the
conditions.
2These limjt values are determined by the management and reviewed at least annuatty as a function of the
conditions.
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5. VIGILANCE OBLIGATIONS

A. IDENTIFICATIONANDAUTHENTICATION

Argentor identifies each customer or supptier (with the exception of customers or supptiers
externat to our gotd and precious metats related activities), uttimate beneficial owner or
assignee (and, if applicabte, their uttimate beneficial owner) and atso verifies this
identification.

These obtigations must be carried out prior to the acceptance of a customer or supplier and
before a transaction is conctuded.

For the benefit of our internationatty active customers and suppliers, the related documents
for our 2nd pittar have been prepared in Engtish.

1. ldentification and authentication in our 1't pittar

Conducting a customer/supptier check in our 1't pittar comprises at least and in any case (by
futty compteting the appticable forms in our officee software and documenting based on
documents or information from a retiabte and independent source):

- for natural persons:
o the name and surname, date of birth and ptace of birth and as much as

possibte, the address;
o for Betgian residents: a copy/extract of the (e-)lD;
o for Betgian non-residents: a copy of the identity card or the foreign passport

or any other by a government document (e.g. drivers license);
o for non-Betgians: a copy of the identity card or the foreign passport.

- for [ega[ entities or other legal constructions:
o the name, registered office, list of directors and the provisions retating to

authority to bind the [ega[ entity;
o for Betgian [ega[ entities: a copy of the artictes of association and

authentication of the CBE- and/or VAT number;
o for foreign legal entities: a copy of the (as the case may be transtated to

Dutch, French or Engtish ) artictes of association and authentication of the
VAT number.

- for assignees who manifests themsetves towards us (appendix 3):
o the identification in accordance with the rutes for natural or [ega[ entities;
o a check of the existence and scope of the assignee's powers of

representation.

The date of vatidity of the identification documents must also be checked.

?- ldentification and authentication in our 2nd pittar

The identification and authentication of customers/supptiers in our Znd pittar is more
thorough than for our 1st and 3'd pittar in accordance with our RBA. lt is atso in
documentation obtigations as defined by the London Buttion Market Association.
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B.

Cf . infra, the actual customers and supptiers acceptance within this pittar atways takes ptace
on a motivated and individual basis (appendix 1) after a more thorough anatysis (appendix
2\.

3. ldentification and authentication in our 3rd pittar

ln our 3'd pittar the customer/supptier check starts from an absotute ban on third-party payer
systems. The identity of the customer/supptier who registers via the website must at atl
times correspond with the identity data of the account hotder from whom the payment to
Argentor originates or whose account is credited by Argentor or to whom the purchased
goods are detivered. Argentor is convinced that in this way it can additionatty and indirectty
enforce the AML comptiance as apptied by financial institutions.

ACCEPTANCE OF CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS

GeneraI

Argentor appties a different customer/supptier acceptance procedure depending on whether
it concerns transactions in our 1't and 3'd or 2nd pittar.

Within our 1't and 3'd pittar, the formal identification is the main and, for the time being,
onty condition for the acceptance of the customer or supptier. However, this does not
prevent this acceptance from being re-evatuated during the course of a customer/supplier
retationship. This re-evatuation takes ptace fottowing an incidentaI concern of our sates staff
or fottowing a periodic detection by our accounting staff when a certain transaction votume
is exceeded within a certain period of time. ln each case, our staff informs the AML
Comptiance Officer so that the appropriate measures can be taken where necessary.

The acceptance of customers and supptiers within our 2nd pittar is on an individual and
reasoned basis. Our management decides on this unanimousty.

Our staff recognises the strictly confidential nature of our acceptance and detection
procedures and does not communicate them under any circumstances to persons outside
our organisation.

7. Risk factors and [imitations

The acceptance of customers and supptiers within our 2nd pittar is on an individual and
reasoned basis. The fottowing facts about the prospective customer or supptier - inspired,
among others, by the OECD Due Ditigence Guidance for Responsibte Suppty Chains of
Minerats from CAHRAS3- may inftuence this acceptance in a positive or negative way:

- in a positive way:
o the customer or supptier is a member of, or recognised by authoritative

organisations such as but not exctusivety the Responsibte Jewettery Counci[,
the London Buttion Market Association, Koninktijke Betgische Munt,
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3 Conftict-Affected and High-Risk Areas, see infra.
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o the geographical market in which the customer or supptier operates is highty
regutated.o

o the customer or supptier is estabtished in another EU Member State or in a
country outside the EU with an effective anti-money [aundering regime.

o generatty the prospective customer or supptier has a good reputation in the
market and/or specificatty among existing and long-term Argentor customer
or supptier retationships.

o a background check of the prospective customer or supptier based on the
avaitabte office software does not show any atarming signats.

o a physicat investigation on the premises of the customer/supptier or its
customers/supptiers by Argentor and/or organisations contracted by
Argentor does not reveal any atarming signals in the sense of the current AML
poticy.

o ...

in a negative way:
o the ownership structure of the prospective customer or supptier appears

unusua[ and excessivety comptex taking into account the specific
circumstances.

o the prospective customer or supptier refuses to submit the necessary
identification documents and/or the submitted documents are not officiat,
do not look authentic or are not up to date.

o no personaI meeting is possibte (physicatty or by video catt) and/or
communication is atways via intermediaries (without any demonstrabte
reason).

o an activity in the gotd or precious metats sector does not correspond to the
purpose of the tegal structure of a prospective customer or supptier and/or
the prospective customer or supptier is new to the market.

o the prospective customer or supptier offers gotd or precious metats whereby,
based on a certain turnover per customer or supptier, Argentor woutd be abte
to generate a margin of more than a percentage to be determined by the
management.s

o the gotd or precious metats originate from a country with [imited reseryes
and/or the offered quantity is not in line with the known suppty of gold or
precious metats.

o the gotd or precious metats were transported by a CAHRA and/or originate
from a country that is known as a transit country (in the sense of transport
and/or processing there) for gotd or precious metats originating from a
CAHRA.

o the transaction with this new customer or supptier has a generatty strongty
deviating profite compared to other transactions within Argentor.

o etc.

Argentor and its management detiberatety do not use formal scoring criteria for the risk
anatysis of its 2nd pittar customers and supptiers. This is because it betieves the nature of

aTo put this concept into practice, Argentor permanentty works with various muttinationats with which it in turn has a customer
and/or supptier relationship, lt communicates proactivety vis-à-vis these parties regarding the origin of potentia[ gold or
precious metals purchased or sold gotd by Argentor. Foltowing this proactive communication, Argentor then confirms its
comptiance with the geographicatty inspired procedures in ptace at these parties with regard to customer and supptier
acceptance.
5 This timit vatue is determined by the management and reviewed at least annualty as a function of the market
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these customers or supptiers requires a thorough ad hoc assessment before Argentor can
proceed with their acceptance.

ln addition to the above, the general rute is that Argentor does not enter into business
relationships with customers or supptiers that (themselves or their uttimate beneficia[
owners) are located in high-risk third countries, have a [ink to a tax haven in accordance
with art. 179 RD of 27 August 1993 imptementing the lncome Tax Code 1992or are [ocated
in conftict-affected and high risk areas in the sense of Regutation (EU) 2017/821 of the
European Partiament and of the Council of 17 May 7017 taying down suppty chain due
diligence obligations for Union importers of tin, tantatum and tungsten, their ores, and gold
originating from conftict-affected and high-risk areas.u Deviations from this principte are
onty possibte in exceptional cases and must be duty justified by the management (Appendix
4A).

Under no circumstances, without any exception, shatl Argentor enter into a customer or
supptier retationship with a person suspected of terrorism or
persons/organisations/countries subject to (internationat) sanction mechanisms.? lf it
emerges that Argentor entered into a customer or supptier retationship with one of the
aforementioned peopte without any intention to do so, this retationship witt be terminated
with immediate effect.

A report is drawn up Íor each customer or supptier wÍth a reasoned acceptance in the Znd

pittar that is discussed with, signed and approved by att members of management (appendix
1).

Upon acceptance of a new customer or supptier by our management, they are atso required
to sign our Suppty Chain Due Diligence Poticy or an equivatent document (Appendix 3).

3. Obtiqation of continuous viqitance

Argentor appties continuous vigitance to each customer or supptier that is proportionate to
the identified risk tevet. This impties:

- for the 1't and the 3'd pittar:
A detection of customers and supptiers as soon as they exceed a certain transaction
volume per unit of time (see supra).
As soon as this happens, the AML Comptiance Officer shatl evaluate on an ad hoc
basis whether the customer/supptier retationship shatt be continued in accordance
with the 2ndpitlar procedure or whether, exceptionatty, the exceeding of the
transaction votume is legitimate and non-recurring. A report of this evatuation shatt
be drawn up.

- for the Znd pittar:
An annual ad hoc management review based on which the customer/supptier
retationship may be continued or shoutd be terminated. These re-evatuations take

6An indicative tist of these areas (conftict-aÍfected and high-risk areas or CAHMs') can be consutted at:
https:
7 The

/ /www.cahrastist. net/cahras.
list of persons suspected of terrorism or that are subject to sanction mechanismis, is to be consutted via

https: / /financien. beigium. be /n[ /over_de_fod /structuur_en_diensten / atgemene_administraties /thesaurie/controte-
financi%C3%ABte-2 /financi%C3%ABIefinanciele-sancties /europese-sancties
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ptace in accordance with the acceptance procedures. They are ptanned under the
direction and control of the Assistant AMLCO.

These formal detection/re-evatuation terms are of course independent of changes to
customer/supplier profites for other (incidentat) reasons. For this Argentor counts on the
permanent professiona[ criticaI attitude of its management and staff.

6. ÀNALYSIS AND POSSIBLE REPORTING OF REASONABLY FOUNDED SUSPICIONS OF
MONEY LAUNDERING

lf it is established within Argentor that customers or supptiers may be [inked to money
laundering, the management considers what steps to take. lt investigates these initial
findings, draws up an investigation report and decides (if necessary after obtaining externat
advice) which steps must be taken next to correctty inform the police and/or judiciat
authorities.

lf our management betieves there are reasonabte and wett-founded suspicions of money
taundering, the business retationship with our customer or supptier cannot be continued
under any circumstances and wilI be terminated immediately.

7. RETENTION OF DATA. DO AND CUSTOMER INFORMATION

Within Argentor, atl documents retated to our AML poticy and their supporting evidence are
fited digitatty per dossier in a separate fotder of our office software.

At[ these data are kept for ten years from the last transaction with this customer or supplier.
After this term, these data are destroyed (untess subject to other/non-AML retated statutory
retention periods).

This documentation is onty accessibte to the management and staff of our organisation and
is only submitted to the External Auditor on request and onty in the context of his work in
accordance with the AML poticy.

The cottected personat data are only processed by Argentor with a view to preventing money
laundering and are not processed further in a way that is incompatible with these objectives
(such as use for commercial purposes).

The customers whose AML related information is processed do not benefit from the right to
access and rectification of their data, the right to be forgotten, the right to data portabitity
or to make objections, the right not to be profited or the notification of security breaches
in this specific AML context.
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8. RESTRICTION IN OF PAYMENT IN CASH

Argentor has a fundamental prohibition of cash payments to its 2"d pittar customers or
supptiers.

With regard to customers or suppliers of its 1't pittar, payment in cash is possibte subject to
comptiance with the appticabte legaI restrictions. These are:

- in the event the customer or supptier is a professionat: a strict prohibition of any
payment in cash.

- in the event that the customer or supplier is a private person:
o a transaction may be carried out or received in cash for a maximum amount

of EUR 500 if Argentor enters into a transaction with a private setler.
o a transaction may be carried out or received for a maximum amount of EUR

3,000 if Argentor enters into a transaction with a private buyer.

Our counter staff are particutarty attentive to atteged private buyers or setters who try to
artificiatty split up a transaction or set of transactions to avoid the aforementioned limit
vatues.

With regard to our private customers and supptiers, it is expressty noted that they have no
professional capacity. At the same time, our accounting staff periodicatty monitors and
reports to the AML Comptiance Officer in this regard (see supra) to be abte to identify
deviating private profites.

9. AWARENESS AND TRAINING

Argentor ensures that our management and staff know and understand the AML poticy. To
this end, Argentor provided a general training on money laundering risks in Juty 2020. Our
AML poticy was atso submitted to all existing staff and managers for acceptance and signing
before it came into effect. lt witt also be submitted for signing to each new staff member
when he/she starts working at Argentor.

To famitiarise new staff with the general money laundering risks and to update the
knowtedge of existing staff, a generat training session wilt be organised annuatty. This
training is mandatory for atl invotved and no exceptions witt be attowed.

ln addition to the aforementioned periodic training, Argentor atso organises more informal
consuttation moments. For exampte, the necessary attention is paid to one or more AML

comptiance aspects and/or general AML comptiance related devetopments on a monthty
basis.

Argentor is convinced that through such permanent and frequent consuttation moments
(rather than through strict and forma[ procedures), it can become a setf -tearning
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organisation that acts in comptiance with AML.
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10. INTERNAL COM E MEASURES

Argentor has imptemented an internal monitoring system to ensure comptiance with our AML
poticy.

A first monitoring [ine is general and informat. Through training and raising the staff's
awareness, we want to point out the existing risks and - when such risks are detected - tay
down the obtigation to make them known to other staff, the management and/or the AML
Comptiance Officer.

Argentor is convinced that critical staff - subject to guidance by the management and the
AML Comptiance Officer - guarantee the first and most efficient form of monitoring.

The following format monitoring lines are in ptace:
- a second monitoring [ine in specific customer or supptier dossiers:

A formal detection of our customers and supptiers in the 1't and 3'd pittar and periodic
evatuation of their acceptance in de 2nd pittar.

- a third general monitoring line:
An annuat external audit check for comptiance with current AML poticies by the
ExternaI Auditor.
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